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The ADO drainage systems explained
ADO stainless steel floor drains and Original Rollgrids are made in Germany.
They are robust and hygienic, and guarantee you a safe discharge at any time. Whether in one piece or twopiece, vertically or horizontally, round or square, operating conditions place different demands on the quality of
drainage waste.
These conditions are taken into account and through a variety of options we can offer a tailor-made product of
the highest quality.
ADO floor drains are made with “deep-drawing technology” with virtually no welding seams in order to create
the best and most hygienic surface. In addition, the large radius on the base allows speedy exit of waste water
without risk of “flood back”. Due to the superior manufacture a self-cleaning effect is created and corners are a
thing of the past!
ADO manufacture a large number of tried and tested systems available to suit all requirements.
The external auditing and product monitoring, based on EN 1253 from the LGA Würzburg, provide all
customers with confidence that safety and quality assurance is optimised from the industrial production
processes used within our company.
ADO Stainless steel drainage channels combine high stability and durability with easy cleaning and its visual
appeal. Whether box gutters, gutters, drains, floor drains or module trays - we have a custom solution which
meets your needs.
All our ADO channels are manufactured in one piece. This eliminates tiresome Flange problems and hygienic
vulnerability with difficult to clean surfaces as experienced by other cheaper and more poorly manufactured
systems.
A built-in flow prevents the waste retention in the channel. By strengthening the channel profile gives a clean
and permanent connection with all floor coverings such as vinyl (Altro type), synthetic resin, or tile finishes.
All our Channels have a unique and patented ADO Rollgrid included which rolls up like a carpet to facilitate
easy daily cleaning. The ADO Rollgrids are non-slip (R13 to BIA Test No. 940160), and can support
substantial loads. They are light and easy for every operative to lift avoiding any health and safety risks.
No other manufacturer can provide such a unique product.
All ADO Channels and Rollgrids carry a 5 year warranty against faulty manufacture

ADO Channels and Rollgrids are made of AISI 304 (or AISI 316 if required) and are corrosion resistant that
meets all hygienic requirements, due to our high-quality manufacturing processes.
We have an extensive reference list within the UK and our customers will always be happy to endorse our
products if required.
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